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Abstract 
The main objective of speech compression is to reduce the bits rate of speech for communication or storage 
without significant loss of its intelligibility. Wavelet based speech coding is a new technique used for speech 
compression. The main issue regarding wavelet based speech coding is to choose optimal wavelet to transform 
the speech signal. In this experiment we use two types of wavelet such as orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets 
to transform the speech signal. Speech data base for this experiment is created in Malayalam, one of the South 
Indian languages. Birage-Massart strategies based thresholding is applied to make maximum feature vector 
coefficients to zero.  Run length encoding algorithm is used to encode the threshold coefficient. Performance of 
this experiment is evaluated in terms of NRMSE, SNR, PSNR, RSE MOS and in terms of compression 
percentage. 
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1. Introduction 
The goal of compressing a signal is to minimize the storage or medium capacity needed to hold or to convey 
the information contained in the signal.  The main approaches towards data compression are removing 
redundancy, thresholding and coding the remaining signal efficiently.  Removing redundancy means removing 
away the correlated data from the original signal and it can be done through a transforms. The thresholding is to 
set small data to zero when their absolute values are lower than threshold. The coding methods are to code the 
data with special strategies which are mainly for reducing the transferring volume of data through a 
communication link  by Lawrence R Rabinner,  2005.  
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Nomenclature  
A. Compression of 
B. Continuous Speech Signal 
C. Using Discrete wavelet transforms and Run length encoding 
Speech synthesizing systems   generally carry out synthesis via time frequency representations such as 
Short Time Fourier Transforms   (STFT) or Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) techniques. The FT assumes that 
signals are stationary within a given time frame and may therefore lack the ability to analyze localized events 
accurately. The main disadvantage of a Fourier expansion however, is that it has only frequency resolution 
and no time resolution.  So, on looking at the signal we cannot say when a particular event occurs. That means 
in frequency domain we lost the time information. The LPC approach assumes a particular linear model of 
speech production, which, strictly speaking, is not the case by Thomas F Quateri, 2001. 
 
   Speech coding is a vital area of research because of its economical importance. Various algorithms are 
already applied in different levels of speech coding. If compression is applied on speech data more users can be 
accommodated at the same time because less bandwidth is required. So it cuts down the cost of 
communication. Speech compression plays an important role in teleconferencing, wireless communication, and 
audio for videophones or video teleconferencing systems. Other applications include the storage of speech 
synthesis and play back, or for the transmission of voice at a later time applications by Mahmoud. A. Osman, 
Nasser AI Hussen M. Magbough S.A Alfandi, 2010.  Wavelet is a new tool for analyzing and compressing non 
stationary signals like speech and audio. Wavelet is a small wave with limited duration and that has an average 
value of zero. More over wavelets have a beginning and an end [4].  In this paper we are evaluating the 
performance of two subclasses of discrete wavelet such as orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets in speech 
coding. Haar, Daubechies, Symlets, Coiflets and Discrete Meyer wavelets are the examples of orthogonal 
wavelets and Bior is an example of the second category. These are the two classes of wavelet which are 
commonly used for 1-D and 2-D signal analysis and compression by Mallat SA, 1989. 
 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, theory of discrete wavelets transform, 
decomposition and reconstruction of signals using WT and two classifications of wavelets are discussed.  
Section 3 discusses the creation of the data base which is used for the experiment. Section 4 covers the 
experiment conducted for coding the speech signal. Section 5 discusses different parameters we used to 
evaluate in this experiment. Section 6 gives the results of this experiment. This paper concludes with section 7 
which discuses the proposed future works. 
2.  Discrete Wavelet Transform 
Wavelet provides an alternative approach to traditional signal processing techniques such as Fourier 
analysis for breaking a signal in to its constituent parts. In wavelet transform the basic functions are compact in 
time. This feature allows the wavelet transform to obtain time information about a signal in addition to 
frequency information. In DWT the original signal is successively decomposed in to low frequency and high 
frequency components.  The high frequency components are not analysed any further. The approximation 
signal is subsequently divided into new approximation and detailed signals. The process of down sampling by 2 
is that of keeping every second sample of x[n] and removing them in between samples thus generating an 
output sequence d2[n] The successive high pass and low pass filtering of the signal can be depicted by the 
following equations: 
                             Yhigh nx[n]g[2k-n]                                                                      (1) 
 Ylow nx[n]h[2k-n]             (2) 
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Where Y high and Y low are the outputs of the high pass and low pass filters obtained by sub sampling by 2. 
This process is carried out iteratively, producing a set of approximation signals at different detail levels (scales) 
and a final gross approximation of the signal by  Mallat Stephen, 1999 . 
 
2.1 Signal Reconstruction 
 
The original signal can be reconstructed or synthesized using the inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT). 
The synthesis starts with the approximation and detailed coefficients cAj and cDj, and then reconstructs cAj-1 
by up sampling and filtering with the reconstruction filters. The reconstruction filters are designed in such a 
way as to cancel out the effects of aliasing introduced in the wavelet decomposition phase. The reconstruction 
filters, together with the low and high pass decomposition filters, form a system known as Quadrature Mirror 
Filters (QMF). For a multilevel analysis the reconstruction process can itself be iterated, producing successive 
approximation at finer resolutions and finally synthesizing the original signal. The synthesis starts with the 
approximation and detail coefficient cAj and cDj, and then reconstructs cAj-1 by up sampling and filtering with 
the reconstruction filters by L.R Litwin, 1998.  
2.2   Classification of Wavelets. 
 
 Discrete Wavelets are classified in two classes (a) Orthogonal Wavelets and (b) Biorhtoganal Wavelets. 
 
2.2.1 The Orthogonal Wavelet  
 
The coefficients of orthogonal filters are real numbers. The filters are of the same length and are not 
symmetric. The low pass filter, G0 and the high pass filter, H0 are related to each other by 
 
          H0(z)= Z-NG0(-Z-1)           (3) 
The two filters are alternated flip of each other. The alternating flip automatically gives double-shift 
orthogonality between the low pass and high pass filters [*].  The scalar product of the filters, for a shift by two 
- (3) are known as 
Conjugate Mirror Filters (CMF)  by B.Lin, B. Nguyen and E.T Olsen, 1995. Perfect reconstruction is possible 
with alternating flip. Orthogonal filters offer a high number of vanishing moments. They have regular structure 
which leads to easy implementation and scalable architecture. 
 
2.2.2 The Biorthogonal Wavelet  
 
In biorthogonal wavelet filters, the low pass and high pass filters do not have same length. The low pass 
filters are always symmetric while the high pass filters could be either symmetric or anti-symmetric. The 
coefficients of the filters are either real numbers or integers. For perfect reconstruction biorthogonal filter bank 
has all odd length or all even length filters. The two analysis filters can be symmetric with odd length or one 
symmetric and other anti symmetric with even length. The two sets of analysis and synthesis filters must be 
dual. The linear phase biorthogonal filters are the most popular filters for data compression applications by 
I.Daubechies ,1988.  
 
3.  Speech  Data Base 
 
Aim of this section is to give details of the speech data base used for this experiment. For this part of the 
experiment continuous speech samples were collected from six hundred individuals of different gender. The 
first sentence from the Indian National pledge is selected for the creation of database. This sentence is uttered 
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in Malayalam (one of the regional languages) which consists of three words and has average duration of 35 ms.  
Each word contains vowels, consonants, fricatives and diphthongs. The Malayalam sentence and its 
corresponding International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is given in table 1. Speech samples were recorded using 
unidirectional USB microphone with following specifications:  frequency response 100-10,000 Hz and 
sensitivity: 62dBV/μBar -42 dBV/Pa +/-  the software at a sampling rate of 8KHz  (4KHz) 
band limited was used for capturing  and processing  the speech signal .  The speakers were native speakers of 
Malayalam and free from speech disabilities. The recorded speech samples are trimmed by removing prefix and 
suffix silence from the utterances and it is labelled and stored in the data base for processing.    
   
             Table 1. Speech sentence and its IPA format 
 
Malayalaam  §Lc /®æa/øÞ¼cÎÞÃí 
English  India/ ente/ rajamanu 
IPA  in ia//en't //ra:d j ma:nu 
4. Applying WT in Malayalam Speech Signal 
Speech coding was carried out using orthogonal wavelets and biorthogonal wavelets. These experiments 
were done separately by making use of the same speech data base to compare the performances. For reducing 
the computational complexity and to keep algorithm as simple as possible, the entire speech signals were 
decomposed at once without framing. For processing speech signals no advantage is gained in going beyond 
level 5. At higher levels, the approximation data is not as significant and hence does a poor job in 
approximating the input signal. Therefore if all the approximation data is to be kept, the ideal decomposition 
for this signal is level 5. The multilevel decomposition is implemented by passing signal through high pass and 
low pass filters recursively. Collect wavelet coefficient from level 5 is used to form the feature vector. To make 
maximum coefficient to zero we apply level dependent thresholding on the feature vector. Finally signal 
compression is achieved by encoding the remaining coefficient efficiently. In this experiment we encode the 
coefficient by run length encoding (RLE) algorithm.  Inverse process is applied to reconstruct the signal back. 
Performances of this process are evaluated in a number of quantitative and qualitative parameters. 
 
 
The entire speech coding process can be summarized in to the following steps. 
 
Step 1. Speech samples are recorded at a sampling rate of 8 KHz (based on Nyquist theorem) 
Step 2. Speech samples are processed, labelled and stored in the database for further computational process.  
Step 3. Orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet based decomposition is conducted up to level 5 and coefficient 
from level 5 is collected and it is used to create the feature vector. 
Step 4.  Birage-Massart strategies based thresh holding is applied to make maximum coefficient to zero.  
Step 5.  Run Length Encoding (RLE) is applied to encode the feature vector. 
Step 6.  The encoded feature vector is transmitted or stored. 
Step 7. The received or stored feature vector is decoded for reconstruction of signal. 
Step 8  The signal is synthesized back, applying inverse transforms 
Step 9  Qualitative and quantitative analyses are performed to evaluate the merit of the coding process. 
The utterances which are used for the experiment are shown in its original compressed and reconstructed form 
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in figure 3. 
 
 
Fig 1. Original, Compresed and Reconstructed signal 
 
5. Performance Evaluation 
 
In this section the performance of the synthesized signal is discussed in terms of four parameters. The 
following are the parameters which were applied in addition to mean opinion score (MOS) by Shijo M Joseph, 
Reena Sebastian  and Babu Anto P, 2011.   
 Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) 
 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
 Retained Signal Energy (RSE) 
 Compression Percentage (CR). 
The results obtained for the above quantities are calculated using the following formulas 
5.1 Normalized root Mean square error (NRMSE) 
This value signifies the dissimilarity between the original signal and the reconstructed signal. Lower value 
is better. 
2
2
( ) ( )
( ) ( )X
x x n r n
NRMSE
x n n                                            (4)
 
x(n) is the speech signal, r(n) is the reconstructed signal, and ( )X n is the mean of the speech signal. 
 
5.2 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
 
This value indicates the ratio between the peak signal and noise within the reconstructed signals. Higher 
value is better. PSNR is calculated by the following formula.   
2
10 210log || ||
NXPSNR
x r                (5) 
In this equation N is the length of the reconstructed signal, X is the maximum absolute square value of the 
signal x and ||x-r||2is the energy of the difference between the original and reconstructed signals. 
 
5.3 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
 
This value gives the quality of reconstructed signal, higher the value the better and it is calculated by  
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2
x
10 2
e
SNR=10log ( )
                                (6)
 
2
x is the mean square of the speech signal and 
2
e is the mean square difference between the original and 
reconstructed signals. 
 
5.4 Retained Signal Energy (RSE) 
 
2
2
||x(n)||RSE=100*
||r(n)||                                  (7) 
||x( n )|| is the norm of the original signal and ||r( n ) || is the norm of the reconstructed signal. For one-
dimensional orthogonal wavelets the retained energy is equal to the L2-norm recovery performance.  
 
5.5 Compression Percentage  
 
This value indicates the percentage of original signal reduced by the compression technique, Higher the 
percentage the better and it is computed by  
 
 
Compressed Signal SizeCR=1- *100
OriginalSignalSize        (8) 
 
The result of these performance measures are given in table 2 and table 3. 
5.6 Mean Opinion Score (MOS)  
 
Subjective evaluation by listeners is still a method commonly used in measuring quality of reconstructed 
speech. MOS provides a numerical indication of the perceived quality of received media after compression and 
/ or transmission. The MOS is expressed as a single number in the range 1 to 5. Where 1 is the highest 
perceived quality and 5 is the lowest perceived quality. When taking subjective test, listeners focus on the 
difference between the original and reconstructed signal and rate it. The MOS is generalized by averaging the 
result of a set of standards, subjective tests, where a number of listeners rate reconstructed speech signals. In 
our experiment the MOS rate was 1. 25 in both orthogonal and biorthogonal Wavelet based speech 
compression.  
6. Results of the experiment  
6.1 Optimal wavelet  
 
Results from these experiments the Malayalam speech synthesis based on orthogonal wavelets.  It is 
observed that the lowest NRMSE and the highest SNR PSNR RSE and good compression percentage is 
obtained in db20 wavelet based coding. In the case of biorthogonal wavelet the optimal wavelet is bior 5.5 
since it give low NRMSE and higher SNR, PSNR, RSE and good compression percentage. 
6.2 Result  
 
Continuous Malayalam speech signal compression is achieved by orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet 
transforms and by using thersholding and run length encoding. In these experiments the qualitative and 
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qualitative performances are measured in terms of NRMSE, SNR, PSNR, RSE, Compression Percentage and 
MOS. Here the stated results are obtained using two classes of wavelets such as orthogonal (db2, db4, db6, 
db8, db10, db12, db16, db20) and biorthogonal (bior 1.3, bior 2.2, bior 2.6, bior 3.1, bior3.5, bior 3.9, bior 5.5).  
 
In the first set of experiment we got the following average values:   SNR is 6.6392, PSNR is 17.9546, 
NRMSE is 0.4745, RSE 97.7828 and compression percentage is 91.4034 and we also observed that db20 is the 
optimal wavelet from orthogonal family for Malayalam wavelet based continuous speech compression. These 
results are stated in table 2 and plotted in figure 2. 
 
In the second  set of experiment we got the following average values  SNR is 6.6981 , PSNR is 17.1341 
NRMSE is 0.5247, RSE  98.3257 and compression percentage is 91.3353 and we also observed that bior 5.5 is 
the optimal wavelet from biorthogonal family for Malayalam wavelet based continuous speech compression. 
Above mentioned results are tabulated in table 3 and showed in figure 3. 
 
    Table 2. Performance evaluation orthogonal wavelet based coding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
Fig 2. Analysis of Orthogonal wavelet based speech coding 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
   This paper discusses the merit of orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet based Malayalam speech encoding and 
decoding. We also evaluate the performance in terms of qualitative and quantitative parameters. The difference 
between the original and the reconstructed speech signal is insignificant. This proves that wavelet is a good tool 
for speech coding. It may be observed from out study that there is no significant difference between orthogonal 
WAVELET  SNR PSNR NRMSE RSE COMP% 
db2 6.0422 17.3575 0.50622 96.7563 91.3695 
db4 6.5176 17.8332 0.4805 97.5906 91.4259 
db6 6.6501 17.9658 0.47367 97.8279 91.4545 
db8 6.7174 18.0331 0.47027 97.9338 91.4508 
db10 6.759 18.0747 0.46819 97.9851 91.4363 
db12 6.7795 18.0952 0.46709 98.0176 91.4084 
db16 6.8123 18.1278 0.46553 98.0657 91.3434 
db20 6.8351 18.1497 0.46438 98.0854 91.2871 
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and biorthogonal wavelet in Malayalam speech coding. 
 
  Table 3. Performance evaluation Biorthogonal wavelet based coding 
 
Wavelet  SNR PSNR NRMSE RSE COMP% 
bior1.3 7.7338 16.3137 0.56764 95.6823 91.1935 
bior2.2 5.5732 17.6654 0.49082 98.8911 91.347 
bior2.6 6.4773 17.8679 0.47951 98.9404 91.3083 
bior 3.1   6.4576 15.2351 0.65141 99.812 91.3379 
bior 3.5 6.9922 17.3047 0.51312 99.6661 91.3939 
bior 3.9 7.1136 17.5522 0.49876 99.6574 91.3481 
bior 5.5 6.5879 18.0003 0.47223 95.6308 91.4187 
 
         
 
Fig 3. Analysis of Biorthogonal wavelet based speech coding 
 
     Our future work will be to encode continuous speech signal with frames.  We shall also examine the 
performance of different wavelets in speech synthesis and also try to improve the compression ratio by 
removing silence and noises from the speech signal.  
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